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SUITE 21, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 13, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 4, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 5, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 6, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 7, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 8, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 9, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 10, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 11, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 12, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 14, 31-35 SALAMANCA, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 15, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 16, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 24, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 17, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 18, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 19, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 20, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 22, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 23, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 26, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS
SUITE 25, 31-35 SALAMANCA PL, BATTERY POINT 7004 TAS

From left to right: single-storey Building No 5,
Building No 4 at street corner, No 3, and No 2
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Viewed from Salamanca Place, from left to right:
Building No 3, and No 2
© DNRET 2022
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At left, Building No 1; retaining wall is to its right,
with Building No 5’s roof and Building No 4
© DNRET 2022

Building No 1: Montpelier Retreat elevation
© DNRET 2022

Building No 1: king-post roof truss
© DNRET 2021

Building No 1 west elevation, abutting
neighbouring retaining wall at right
© DNRET 2021

Building No 3 atrium. Doors in the stone rubble
walls access Building No 2 (left) and No 4 (right)

1834: Knopwood’s house at the top of the
convict-excavated embankment
(TAHO PH30/1/4733)

© DNRET 2022
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c1890s: Building No 1’s roof lantern and banks of
clerestory windows have not yet been added
(TAHO PH40/1/3354)

c1908: Tolman & Sons wood and coal yard is at
left, on the corner of Montpelier Retreat
(TAHO NS179/3/1/30)

undated, but between 1938 and c1947: from left,
the wood and coal yard, then Building Nos 3 and
2
(TAHO AA375/1/1012)

undated, but likely to be early 1930s: Building
No 3 at left, with No 2 to its right
(TAHO NS1697/1/264)

c1950s, pre-1961: from left, N L Hopkins buildng
(later site of Building No 4), Building Nos 3 and 2
(TAHO AB713/1/4725)

Undated, but between 1957 and 1964: Building
No 1, yard and counting house, with Orr’s house
above
(TAHO LPIC1/3/116)
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1977, from left to right: Hopkins’ c1948 building,
with Building Nos 3 and 2, all painted to match
Undated, but prior to 1969: Building No 3 at left,
and No 2 at right
(Robertson 1970, p. 169)

Statement of Significance: (non-statutory summary)
The former warehouses at 31-35 Salamanca Place demonstrate the development of maritime commercial infrastructure
associated with maritime trade in the early decades of the colony. The buildings are among the small number of comparable
places that demonstrate evidence of waterfront warehousing and storage within the early colonial phase of Tasmanian history .
Areas within this place have high potential to contain archaeological material related to the development of Salamanca Place,
and to the evolving occupation of the buildings which faced Sullivans Cove. Two of the warehouses retain characteristics that
are important within the broad class of early colonial-period buildings for the storage of goods. The 19th century shipbuilder and
prominent Tasmanian merchant Alexander McGregor and his achievements are directly linked to this place . The former
warehouses at 31-35 Salamanca Place are aesthetically significant, possessing demonstrated community value for the 1840s
buildings’ aesthetic characteristics, and possess landmark attributes and qualities acknowledged by both Tasmanians and
visitors.

Why is it significant?:
The Heritage Council may enter a place in the Heritage Register if it meets one or more of the following criteria from
the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995:
a)

The place is important to the course or pattern of Tasmania’s history.

The former warehouses at 31-35 Salamanca Place are a notable early example of the development of maritime
commercial infrastructure, and of industry and maritime trade on the southern edge of Sullivans Cove, from the 1840s
onwards. They are also a good example of the movement from the 1970s towards adaptive reuse of buildings which
was responsible for the preservation of important elements of Tasmania’s built heritage including the broader group of
warehouses at Salamanca Place.
b)

The place possesses uncommon or rare aspects of Tasmania’s history.

Although the buildings at 31-35 Salamanca Place no longer operate as warehouses, the survival of commercial early
colonial-period storage buildings alongside a working port is uncommon in Tasmania .
c)

The place has the potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Tasmania’s history.

The former warehouses have high potential to provide information about the evolution and operation of commercial and
industrial activity, and of a tavern, in association with shipping and trade activity in Tasmania from the mid -to-late 19th
century. Specific areas of 31-35 Salamanca Place may contain archaeological material which could contribute to a
better understanding of the establishment and settlement of the New Wharf area of Sullivans Cove.
d)

The place is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of place in Tasmania’s history.

The former warehouses at 31-35 Salamanca Place include a range of characteristics that are important within the
broad class of early colonial-period storage buildings. Despite the modification or removal of some original elements,
Building 1 and Building 2 retain their external walls of stone, prominent openings for vertical banks of loading doors,
and original roof forms and framing.
e)

The place is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement.

No Data Recorded
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f)

The place has a strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social or
spiritual reasons.

No Data Recorded
g)

The place has a special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in
Tasmania’s history.

The achievements of Alexander McGregor (1821–1896) – shipbuilder and prominent Tasmanian merchant – are
directly linked to this place. McGregor owned the warehouse at 33 Salamanca Place (the present day Building 3)
from 1875 until the mid 1890s, during the time that his firm’s well-known ‘Red Iron’ fleet of ships exported whale oil,
wool and Tasmanian blue gum timber to many Australian mainland ports and to the United Kingdom (ADB 1974;
Bennett & Bennett 2016, p. 148).
h)

The place is important in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.

Images of the buildings at 31-35 Salamanca Place within the broader streetscape, especially those that include
kunanyi / Mt Wellington in the background, are highly recognisable in a wide range of media and contexts published
during the 20th and 21st centuries. Such images feature regularly in promotional material for Hobart and for Tasmania
generally, and are also associated with notable events including the weekly Salamanca Markets.

Heritage approval is required for work that will result in changes to the nature or appearance
of the fabric of a Heritage place, both internal and external.
Please refer to the Heritage Council's Works Guidelines (www.heritage.tas.gov.au) for
information about the level of approval required and appropriate outcomes.
Heritage Advisors are also available to answer questions and provide guidance on
enquiries@heritage.tas.gov.au or Tel 1300850332

This data sheet is intended to provide sufficient information and justification for listing the
place on the Heritage Register. Under the legislation, only one of the criteria needs to be
met. The data sheet is not intended to be a comprehensive inventory of the heritage
values of the place, there may be other heritage values of interest to the Heritage Council
not currently acknowledged.
Setting:
The former warehouses are located about 150 metres inland from the south-west corner of Sullivans Cove, a
well-sheltered harbour which defines the eastern edge of Hobart’s city centre . To the south of the water’s edge, and
roughly parallel to it, are the adjacent and aligned facades of a cohesive group of about 20 early colonial-era buildings,
which collectively form the southern boundary of the roadway named Salamanca Place. Beyond the roadway
opposite these warehouses are areas of publicly accessible lawn flanked by two rows of mature plane trees.
Many 19th and early-20th century port-related buildings and features remain around the waterfront areas of Sullivans
Cove. Collectively, these built elements contribute to this area’s association with the early development of Hobart and
Tasmania by European colonists.

Description:
The former warehouses at 31-35 Salamanca Place comprise five adjoining and interconnected buildings alongside the
south-west corner of the intersection of Salamanca Place and Montpelier Retreat. There is a substantial step down in
ground level along the southern boundary.

FEATURES OF HIGH HISTORIC CULTURAL HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE
Building 1:
former No. 1 Montpelier Retreat / warehouse of Alexander Orr
A three-storey building with external walls of unpainted sandstone, of which the Montpelier Retreat (east) elevation is
of finely-jointed ashlar with the south and west elevations of squared rubble built to courses. The ground-floor storey
of the east elevation is obscured by the adjoining single-storey Building 5.

Along Building 1’s south elevation, only the top-most storey is visible above the finished ground level of the
neighbouring property. A doorway opening and lobby near the south elevation’s mid -point leads to an access
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walkway that slopes downward to the north, passing through another opening in Building 1 ’s north wall and connecting
with the top-storey gallery in Building 3. A separate doorway opening is situated close to the south elevation’s
western end.
The hipped roof’s timber king-post trusses, and their iron strapping and fixings, are visible from the interiors of the top
storey. A gable-roofed lantern, with north and south-facing banks of clerestory windows, straddles the full length of
the hip’s central ridge.
A stepped retaining wall of sandstone ashlar, comprising solid panels between evenly-spaced square pillars,
extends from Building 1’s south-east corner along the site’s southern boundary to Montpelier Retreat . The south wall
of Building 1’s lower two storeys also serves as a retaining wall at the large change in ground level between these
former warehouses and the neighbouring site.
Building 2:
former No. 31 Salamanca Place / Sailors’ Rest building
A former warehouse building containing three full storeys , with a partial mezzanine storey above the ground floor. Its
paint-finished north elevation faces Salamanca Place, and is of stone ashlar. Its other visible perimeter walls,
including the unpainted portions of its west and south external elevations, are of squared sandstone rubble built to
courses. The roof of Building 2 comprises a pair of side-by-side hipped volumes, with ridges parallel to the site’s
western boundary.

The available evidence indicates that most of the stonework and window openings of Building 2 ’s Salamanca Place
elevation are original, apart from around the reconstructed ground-floor window opening closest to Building 3. The
concrete floor slab of the ‘middle’ full storey, and the concrete columns which support it, are elements of alteration
work carried out in the 1950s or early 1960s. The two upper storeys’ concrete floor slabs, added during the
mid-1980s adaptive re-use works, are positioned at heights which partially overlap the central pairs of multi-paned
windows in the building’s Salamanca Place façade. These concrete elements are of low-level cultural heritage
significance.

FEATURES OF CONTRIBUTORY HISTORIC CULTURAL HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE
The former warehouses at 31-35 Salamanca Place contain features that are of contributory cultural heritage
significance in their own right. Changes to these features may potentially impact the significant fabric of this place.
Features of contributory historic cultural heritage significance within the complex include:
Building 3:
former No. 33 Salamanca Place / J Forsyth & Son Ship Chandlers and Sail Makers building
The paint-finished north elevation of this former warehouse, like that of Building 2, is of stone ashlar. Substantial
portions of Building 3’s east and west perimeter walls – and a remnant of its south wall , near the building's south-east
corner – are of paint-finished squared stone rubble built to courses, and these are visible only from the building’s
interior.

Analysis of historical photographs indicates that many of the ashlar blocks in the Salamanca Place (north) elevation
are original, with the exception of those inserted during the complex’s mid -1980s adaptive re-use works. The portions
of the Salamanca Place façade altered during this process include those
• between the window heads and sills in each of the vertical banks of three windows;
• in the horizontal courses at the top of the elevation; and
• comprising the 1980s-built ‘Dutch gable’ parapet.
The main portion of Building 3’s interior volume is a four-storey atrium space. Available evidence indicates that the
timber roof-framing above this atrium incorporates elements from the building’s original roof which were salvaged and
redeployed as part of the 1980s works.

FEATURES OF LOW-LEVEL AND NO HISTORIC CULTURAL HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE
The former warehouses at 31-35 Salamanca Place also contain features that are of low-level or no cultural heritage
significance in their own right. Changes to these features may potentially impact the significant fabric of this place.

Within Building Nos 1, 2 and 3 all of the elements, features and finishes added during the adaptive re-use works
carried out in the mid-1980s and then in later years are of low-level historic cultural heritage significance. Other
features of low-level historic cultural heritage significance within the complex include:
Building 4:
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site of former No. 35 Salamanca Place / N L Hopkins headquarters building
The elevations of this mid-1980s four-storey mixed- use building’s elevations face Salamanca Place to the north and
Montpelier Retreat to the east. Available evidence indicates that Building 4 incorporates elements of the
c.1948-constructed two-storey building which formerly occupied this site – including portions of that building’s
ground-floor perimeter walls and internal concrete columns, and the concrete floor slab of the storey immediately
above these walls and columns.

The other external and internal features of Building 4 are of no historic cultural heritage significance.
Features within the complex of no historic cultural heritage significance also include:
Building 5:
single-storey building facing Montpelier Retreat
This mid-1980s building occupies the area between the
• sandstone ashlar retaining wall along the 31-35 Salamanca Place former warehouses’ southern boundary ,
extending from Building No. 1 to Montpelier Retreat, and
• south elevation of Building 4.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL
The former warehouses at 31-35 Salamanca Place have the potential to provide information which could contribute to
a greater understanding of the early settlement of Hobart, including excavation and construction carried out by its
convict workforce, and of commercial activities in early colonial years associated with shipping and trade alongside
the town environment. Areas of identified high archaeological potential include
- Building 1 (the former No. 1 Montpelier Retreat),
- Building 2 (former No. 31 Salamanca Place), and
- Building 3 (former No. 33 Salamanca Place),
and relate to these 1840s warehouse buildings’ sub-surface construction details and associated deposits. Building 2
has also been identified as likely to contribute to an understanding of the operation and evolution of a tavern that
traded from the 1840s to mid-1880s, and could provide important information about this period of waterside culture.
The archaeological values of Buildings 4 and 5, however, are likely to have been negated by site development
processes, and minimal archaeological potential is expected within their footprints. The potential for the different
areas of this place to contain archaeological material is noted in documents prepared by Hobart City Council (2021,
pp. 78, 79 and Figure 5a); and Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd, David Parham and Lindy Scripps (2002, pp. 33, 34 & 35
and the ‘Archaeological Zone Map’).

History:
Salamanca Place, on the western side of the Derwent estuary, is within the contiguous region formerly occupied by
Tasmanian Aboriginal people of what in the present day are known as the South East nation (Boyce 2010, p. 32;
Ryan 2012, pp. 17, 39-41).
In mid-February 1804, Lieutenant Governor David Collins established the British settlement of Hobart Town , alongside
the bay to which he gave the name Sullivans Cove. The settlement' s first Anglican minister, the Reverend Robert
Knopwood, was granted 30 acres on the southern side of the cove and lived in a house there until 1830 (Hudspeth &
Scripps 1987, p. 195; Monks 1967; Scripps 2006, p. 7).
Mid and late 1820s: incremental sale of the Reverend Knopwood’s property
In early 1824, Knopwood subdivided the eastern part of his property into lots and advertised the auction of those lots
(Austral 2015a, p. 20; HTG&VDLA 1824, p.4). Up until this time the focus of Hobart Town’s commercial shipping
activity had been on the north side of Sullivans Cove at the wharf, warehouses and store buildings alongside Hunter
Street. But that wharf’s exposed situation was inconvenient, and the sale of Knopwood’s property generated
considerable interest among merchants and investors who saw opportunities to acquire land on the cove’s southern ,
more sheltered side (Hudspeth & Scripps 1990, p. 4).

In 1825 the colony’s Lieutenant-Governor George Arthur and the purchasers of Knopwood’s lots made an agreement
that within the area of the subdivision 120 feet (about 36.5 metres) inland from the high water mark, a road 66 feet in
width would be built with the remainder ‘left open for a wharf for public purposes only’ (Austral & Scripps 2006, p. 5).
The Government also agreed to excavate rock within the purchasers’ land
to the same level with the Wharf, and to make the area so excavated sufficiently level
for the erection of buildings by the respective properties (Austral & Scripps 2006, pp. 5-6).
In April 1828 Knopwood mortgaged the last 12 or so remaining acres of his Battery Point property (Scripps 2006, p. 7;
Young 2016, p. 5) and the present-day 31-35 Salamanca Place is within the former extent of this land.
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1830s: development of New Wharf, Montpelier Retreat and Salamanca Place
The colony’s Civil Engineer and Architect, John Lee Archer – together with its Surveyor General, George Frankland –
had prepared plans for straightening the southern shoreline of Sullivans Cove and building a quay wall along its edge.
On one of the great sea routes marked out by prevailing winds, Hobart Town was the southern hemisphere’s busiest
whaling port at this time and Archer's vision was in keeping with the settlement’s optimistic climate .

In 1830, convict workers began to excavate into the sloping land to the south of Sullivans Cove, using the spoil to
extend the adjacent shoreline northwards. Ships were able to berth alongside the cove’s southern shore by the end of
that year. The resulting facilities became known as ‘New Wharf’, with Hobart Town’s earlier berthing place on the
northern side of the cove from that time onwards referred to as the ‘Old Wharf’ (Austral & Scripps 2006, pp. 6-7;
Young 2016, pp. 3-4).
To improve access for the landowners who had bought blocks of Knopwood’s former grant , Montpelier Retreat –
already made on the south side of Harrington Street, and forming part of a well-established route to Sandy Bay – was
extended in 1831 to the new shoreline roadway (Scripps 2006, p. 9).
To the east of Montpelier Retreat a row of stone warehouses was built along the shoreline roadway by 1840, with most
of the warehouse buildings to the west of Montpelier Retreat constructed during the following decade. Each of these
warehouses, constructed for the storage of commodities including grain, wool, whale oil and imported goods (Goad
2012, p. 658), was designed to occupy its entire street frontage. From the 1830s until 1939 the shoreline road to
Montpelier Retreat’s east was, like the adjacent berthing facility, known as ‘New Wharf’ – the name Salamanca Place
applied only to the road between Montpelier Retreat and Davey Street (Austral & Scripps 2006, pp. 7-8; Howatson
2012, p. 44).
No.1 Montpelier Retreat (the present-day ‘Building 1’, and site of ‘Building 5’)
In the mid-1840s, merchant Alexander Orr bought land alongside Montpelier Retreat (Scripps 2006, p. 12; TAHO
RGD37/1/1 No.289). Following the completion in 1845 of his two-storey house ( Colonial Times, 16 Sep 1845, p. 3)
on this land, Orr also commissioned a three-storey ’mercantile store’ building – together with a retaining wall – to the
house’s immediate north, along the southern side of the area that convict workers had excavated for the Salamanca
Place-facing allotments. Knopwood’s former house may have been demolished to make way for Orr’s , or the
construction of the retaining wall between Orr’s house and store may have required its removal (Austral 2015a, pp. 23
and 29; Hobart Town Gazette 5th January 1847, p. 8; Scripps 2006, p. 12).

Early 20th-century Tasmanian author Leslie Norman (1938, p. 111) noted that Orr’s mercantile store had double doors
‘to the first and second floors at the back’, opening onto a laneway that led from Harrington Street (in the present day,
Sandy Bay Road) to the southern side of all of the Salamanca Place warehouses in this block. Inside the gates of a
stone-walled yard between Montpelier Retreat and Orr’s store, built against the retaining wall, was a hip-roofed
single-storey building with walls of finely-detailed stone that was possibly used as Orr’s ‘counting house’ (Ratcliff
2015, p. 1820; and see TAHO LPIC1/3/116).
Alexander Orr left the colony in December 1855 (ADB 1967; Bennett & Bennett 2016, p. 175), although he retained
ownership of his Salamanca Place store until the early 1870s. It then had a series of owners, including from 1925
until about 1956 the fruit-pulp and jam factory of C E Knight & Co ( Tasmanian Government Gazette 13th July 1925, p.
1446; TTD 1956, p. 47). The available evidence indicates that the lantern roof and clerestory windows were added to
the building in the early years of the 20th century ( compare TAHO PH40/1/3354 with NS179/3/1/30).
No.31 Salamanca Place (‘Building 2’)
Constructed c.1840, this warehouse was initially two conjoined stores. Its owner, merchant Frederick Arundel
Downing, operated his own business from one store while leasing the other. Downing sold the property in 1842
(Hudspeth & Scripps 1987, p. 324). By 1847 the building had been converted into a tavern, which from 1854 until at
least 1865 was named the Neptune Inn (Hobart Town Gazette 5th January 1847, p. 7; 28th March 1853, p. 213; and
3rd January 1865, pp. 78, 79).

In the mid-1880s the building became the Sailors’ Home (Hobart Gazette 12th January 1886, p. 119), offering
accommodation to seamen visiting the port of Hobart. Later renamed the Sailors’ Rest, it could provide board and
lodging for up to 100 men (CoT 1900 Vol.1, p. 205). During the years that this philanthropic venture operated it
received support from the wives of shipowners and merchants as well as a number of charitable bodies, including the
Ladies Christian Association, the National Council of Women and the Women’s Christian Temperance Union . In the
1930s the City Mission occupied the building’s upper portion ‘to aid in providing shelter and relief for respectable
homeless men and lads unable to find employment’ (Austral, Parham & Scripps 2002, p. 35; Hudspeth & Scripps
1987, pp. 143, 147, 148).
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No.33 Salamanca Place (‘Building 3’)
This warehouse was constructed in 1840 for George Armytage, a prosperous farmer and grazier who had since 1816
been based in Bagdad, about 35 km to the north of Hobart (Austral, Parham & Scripps 2002, p. 34; Brown 1966). In
1875 it was purchased by Alexander McGregor (1821–1896), a prominent Tasmanian shipbuilder, merchant, owner of
the large Battery Point sandstone house Lenna (THR 1915), and from 1880 to 1896 a Member of the Legislative
Council (ADB 1974; Bennett & Bennett 2016, p. 148; Hobart Town Gazette 1st January 1876, p. 71). The
warehouse was used by McGregor and his business associates from 1875 until the mid 1890s. In 1897 it was
acquired by John and George Forsyth, ship chandlers and sail makers (Austral, Parham & Scripps 2002, p. 34;
Mercury 13 Nov 1897, p. 1). The Forsyths’ business was still operating early in 1948 (Wise’s Directory 1948, p. 60),
but following the death of John Elias Forsyth was sold by the Public Trustee in 1950 (Mercury 30 Oct 1950, p. 19).
No.35 Salamanca Place (site of ‘Building 4’)
From at least 1847 onwards the allotment at the corner of Salamanca Place and Montpelier Retreat contained an
evolving series of hay and corn stores, sheds, and coal and timber yards, then from 1899 up until World War II was
Tolman & Sons’ wood yard and coal yard (Austral, Parham & Scripps 2002, p. 33; Hobart Gazette 8th August 1899,
p. 1247; Wise’s Directory 1939, p. 52).
Post-World War II decades up to the 1980s
In c.1948 a new Moderne-style building for fertiliser company N. L. Hopkins Pty Ltd was completed on the corner site
(Mercury 16th Sep 1947, p. 8; Tasmanian Government Gazette 3th July 1950, p. 1780). In the following years, the
company also acquired the former warehouses at Nos 31 and 33, altering those buildings’ façades to provide large
ground floor openings (Mercury 31 May 1977, p. 8; Tasmanian Country 11 Nov 1983, p. 9).

By the 1960s awareness of the value of colonial-era buildings was growing, and images of Salamanca Place’s former
warehouses featured in widely-distributed post-War history and photography books (see for instance Sharland 1952 &
1969, pp. 58-59, 65; Robertson 1970, pp. 68-69; Cox & Lucas 1978, pp. 114-115; Dupain & Freeland 1980, pp.
116-117; Bolt 1981, p. 157; and RAIA 1984, p. 39).
In 1970 Montpelier Retreat was widened and realigned (Scripps 2006, p. 18), which required demolition of the
street-facing wall of the yard to No. 1 Montpelier Retreat’s warehouse – together with a portion of the south -boundary
retaining wall. The small one-storey stone building within the yard was also demolished as part of this street-widening
process.
Adaptive re-use of 31-35 Salamanca Place’s former warehouses,
and professional recognition of the result
During the middle years of the 1980s, Buildings 1, 2 and 3 – and part of the structure of Building 4 – were extensively
refurbished and interconnected. Drawings by Hobart architects Bush Parkes Shugg & Moon show that the scope of
work included
• creating the atrium within, and the new parapet to the Salamanca Place elevation of, Building 3;
• replacing Building 2’s upper-storey floors with concrete slabs, at heights different to their original positions;
• demolishing most of the former Hopkins Pty Ltd corner building and re-using portions of it within the new,
four-storey Building 4; and
• the new single-storey Building 5.

Re-named the ‘Galleria Salamanca’, in 1987 the retail and commercial complex received an honourable mention in the
recently-created ‘Recycled Buildings’ category of the Royal Australian Institute of Architects Tasmanian Chapter’s
Merit Awards (RAIA 1987, n. p.).
Later 20th and early 21st-century community value
When first proposed during the 1960s, the demolition of some of Salamanca Place’s former warehouses to make way
for Hobart’s new Supreme Court appears to have been uncontroversial . But the climate of opinion had changed when
the buildings at 11, 13 and 15 Salamanca Place, between Gladstone Street and St David’s Park, were eventually
demolished in 1977 (Bolt 1981, p. 155; Ratcliff 2015, p. 1829). Quoted in the Mercury (20 January 1977, p. 3), the
president of the Battery Point Progress Association stated that ‘destruction of any part of Salamanca Place was a
mistake’. In March 1978, all of the remaining Salamanca Place warehouses were entered in the Register of the
National Estate (AHD website, Place IDs 11232 and 11235).

Photographs of the former warehouses at 31-35 Salamanca Place have featured in many late 20th and early
21st-century books (for example, Robertson 1970, p. 169; Bolt 1981, p. 157; Rait 1982, p. 24; Harvey & Clennett
2006, p. 29; Howatson 2012, p. 44; Hope 2012, pp. 137, 140, 141, 148; Dennison 2013, p. 218; and Lloyd 2014, pp.
16, 28, 54). The recurrence within such publications and in other media of images of the buildings with kunanyi / Mt
Wellington in the background is particularly striking .
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS:

Warehouse and store buildings located close to harbours or waterways formed a key component of early maritime
infrastructure in Van Diemen’s Land. These robust buildings’ multiple storeys were designed to limit the distance of
any part of a floor from a goods entrance, thus minimising the handling of bales, sacks, crates and casks. These
were brought in and out through sets of doors by means of block-and-tackle suspended from a projecting beam
(Ratcliff 2015, p. 1817). Together with a customs house, often situated close by – as is the case in Hobart with its
former ‘Custom House’ (now Tasmania’s Parliament House, THR 2525) – such facilities constituted some of the
earliest buildings in port-based colonial settlements (Goad 2012, p. 658).
At 31-35 Salamanca Place, the former warehouse Buildings 1 and 2 retain their external walls of stone, prominent
openings for vertical banks of loading doors, and original roof-forms and framing. In Building 1 these elements are of
particular integrity, and display a degree of distinctiveness within this class of place. The former warehouses at 31-35
Salamanca Place are also part of the broader group of early colonial-period buildings along Salamanca Place, and
with the exception of the former warehouses along Hunter Street that face the north- east side of Victoria Dock there is
no other comparable suite of similar buildings in Tasmania . Although bearing the marks of many owners and uses the
façades of the Salamanca Place warehouse group present a strong and unified character that is unusual in Australia
(Ratcliff 2015, p. 1818).
There are also relatively few remaining individual early colonial- period commercial warehouses in Tasmania
comparable to those within the broader group along Salamanca Place. However, the handful of other examples from
the early to the middle decades of the 19th century includes:
• in Hobart, three of the row of conjoined buildings along Hunter Street. At the time of this assessment in 2021,
these are part of the entry in the Tasmanian Heritage Register which incorporates structures and features previously
associated with the Henry Jones & Co. IXL Jam Factory (THR 11961). The most intact of the early colonial-period
warehouse buildings within the former factory complex are the three-storey:
- No. 17-19 Hunter Street (since the late 1970s ‘The Drunken Admiral’ restaurant), constructed 1825-26,
with a partial fourth storey of brick at its Davey Street side added in the 1880s. Elongated window
openings above the central arched ground-floor entrance may have formerly contained goods doors;
- No. 27 Hunter Street, constructed in 1831; and
- No. 33 Hunter Street (‘Bunster’s Store’), constructed in 1825 (THC 2005, pp. 1, 7-8 and 10-12);
• in Launceston, the two-storey Canal Street Warehouse and Cordial Factory building , constructed of brick in the late
1830s. This is now part of the present-day C H Smith complex (THR 11260). The building's symmetrical west
elevation, which faced the former waterfront, features a wide central loading-bay opening;
• at the corner of Cimitiere and St John Streets in Launceston the brick four-storey former warehouse building, built in
1842, and the adjacent two-storey building which Ratcliff (2015, pp. 1819-1821) believes served as a combined
counting-house, retail shop and upper-storey dwelling. In the warehouse, goods doors open at three levels at both
back and front, and there is a large opening to the dolerite-walled semi-basement at the base of one of the side walls.
These buildings are entered in the Tasmanian Heritage Register as the ‘Launceston Maritime Museum’ (THR 4617);
• the V.D.L Company Store (THR 938) at Stanley in the State’s north-west. Built in about 1843, this basalt rubble
warehouse building has a basement, a tall main floor and a spacious loft storey. Central to its west, water-facing
elevation is a bay which contained banks of loading doors under a separate gabled roof at the loft’s centre ; and
• the Morris General Store (THR 1545) at Swansea, on the East Coast. A three-storey building situated near the
town’s landing place and former shipping jetty. Believed to have been built in two stages, begun in about 1845 with
the upper storeys added a decade later, its two lower storeys are of rubble dolerite construction with the top storey of
brick. The upper storeys have large doorways at each end, with a hoisting beam protruding from the roof above them
(Ratcliff 2015, pp. 1821, 1830).
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Note

1. Lot 1 represents the registered boundary for 'Former Warehouses',
#12029 on theTasmanian Heritage Register.
2. Lot 1 is the whole of strata plan 60166 (including all of folios
1 to 26), the boundary of which is marked by a heavy black line
and described below.
3. All boundaries are parcel boundaries, details of individual land
parcel boundaries may be accessed through the Land Information
System Tasmania (LIST).
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